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ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﺳﺆاﻻت اﻣﺘﺤﺎﻧﯽ ﻧﯿﻤﺴﺎل اول
[ ]ﺗﻤﺎﻣﯽ رﺷﺘﻪ ﻫﺎ٣ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ
٣٧ٔ  ﮐﺘﺎب ﮐﺎرﺗﺎ اﻧﺘﻬﺎی ﺻﻔﺤﻪ۲  و درس١  درس+ ۶۰ٔ  ﺗﺎ اﻧﺘﻬﺎی ﺻﻔﺤﻪ٢  و درس١ درس

 ﻣـﺮﺗﺒﻂspeaking  منﺮه ﺑـﻪ۴  وlistening  منﺮه ﺑﻪ۴  منﺮه ﻣﯽﺑﺎﺷﺪ و۱۲ * ﻃﺒﻖ ﺑﺨﺸﻨﺎﻣﮥ آﻣﻮزش و ﭘﺮورش اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺘﺒﯽ درس زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ از
* . ﻣﯽﺷﻮد۲  منﺮه ﺗﺸﮑﯿﻞ ﺷﺪه و در اﻧﺘﻬﺎ ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ﺑﺮ۲۴ اﺳﺖ و ﻃﺒﻖ ﺗﻮﺻﯿﮥ ﻫﻤﯿﻦ ﺑﺨﺸﻨﺎﻣﻪ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺘﺒﯽ از
A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. (2 points)
spare- appreciation- hugged- compiled- entry
1- The number of people applying for ............... into the country is increasing every year.
2- He will ............... no pains to reach the highest standard of excellence.
3- The document was ............... by the Department of Health in 1990.
4- To show his ............... of her kindness he sent her some flowers.

B: Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). (2 points)
A

B

5- to suddenly decide to do something



 a. failure

6- something that stands for something else



 b. forgive

7- a lack of success in doing something



 c. jump into

8- to stop being angry with someone



 d. symbol

C: Choose the correct items. (4 points)
9- The police never found the money stolen in the robbery, ...............?
a. didn’t he
b. did he
c. didn’t they
d. did they
10- Did you know that Steve ............... as the new manager of the company?
a. is inviting
b. will inviting
c. has been invited
d. is going to invite
11- All over the world, there are people ............... fast without paying attention to the police.
a. are driven
b. drive
c. who drive
d. that are driven
12- I have friends ............... love me so much; they threw a surprise birthday party for me last night.
a. who
b. whom
c. which
d. whose

D: Write these sentences in passive form. (3 points)
13- I always keep the butter in the fridge.
14- They were rebuilding the old road when I drove by.
15- They haven’t changed anything in this room.

E: Use and, or, but, so in the blanks in following sentences. (2 points)
16- She didn’t invite me, ............... I didn’t go to her birthday party.
17- We can eat our lunch at the restaurant, ............... we can have it at home.
18- They rushed to the hospital, ............... they were too late.
19- Reza and Saeed went swimming last week, ............... they had a nice time.
۱۴۰۰- ۱۴۰۱ ﺳﺎل ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ
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( )ﺗﻤﺎﻣﯽ رﺷﺘﻪ ﻫﺎ۳ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ

F: Combine the following sentences. Use an appropriate relative pronoun (who, whom and which).
(3 points)
20- The mechanic had an accident. He is very skillful.
21- The students talked to the teacher. John met him before.
22- The bus is suitable for you. It goes to the airport every half hour.

 G. Cloze Test
Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. (4 points)
provide- essential- definitions- take- meet
A good dictionary gives the user information about words such as spellings, pronunciations and
…(23)... . It also gives examples of how to use the words in sentences correctly. Therefore, it is
…(24)… to know how to use a dictionary. In this lesson, we …(25)… you with some helpful tips on
how to use a dictionary effectively. There are many different types of dictionaries. Therefore, first
identify your needs. Without choosing the right one you cannot …(26)… your language needs.

 H. Reading Comprehension (4 points)
Running is an excellent exercise. Before you start running, you should warm up first, using slow
movements that make all your muscles work. But be careful! If you stretch when your muscles are
cold, you might do yourself an injury. Always wear comfortable clothing and make sure your
trainers (shoes) are in good shape. If you wear shoes that give good support to your whole foot, you
will put less pressure on your knees. You should start exercising slowly, at a speed you can keep up
for about 15-20 minutes.
It is OK if you sometimes go to bed late but if you regularly cut down on your sleep, it will soon
start to have a bad effect on your skin. If you get a good night’s rest, it will do your appearance the
world of good. It is not called beauty sleep for nothing! Lack of sleep can cause acne or dry skin.
Make sure you get a good night’s sleep. Go to bed and get up at regular times. During the day, keep
active: get sufficient exercise so that you can sleep well at night.
Did you know that standing, sitting and walking badly can make you look heavier than you
really are? If we watched the way we sat and stood, it would improve our appearance very much.
Stand in front of a mirror with your feet apart and your legs straight. Pull in your tummy, check
that your ears, shoulders, hips, knees and ankles are in line with each other. You should be feeling
and looking better already!
27- The writer says that you should ............... .
a. start running as quickly as possible
b. run slowly before you start exercising
c. move your body slowly to warm up
d. do stretching exercises before you warm up
28- It is stated in the passage that going to bed late ............... .
a. is not important most of the time
b. is harmful for your skin
c. will make you feel dry
d. is alright if you get up early
29-The word “excellent” in the first paragraph means ...............
a. exercise
b. great
c. excessive
d. worse

True or false
30- The best way to look good is getting regular exercise.
a. True
b. False
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ﭘﺎﺳﺦ ﺗﺸﺮ ﯾﺤﯽ
[ ]ﺗﻤﺎﻣﯽ رﺷﺘﻪ ﻫﺎ٣ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ
A:
1- entry

2- spare

3- compiled

4- appreciation

6- d

7- a

8- b

10- c

11- c

12- a

B:
5- c

C:
9- d

D:
13- The butter is always kept in the fridge by me.
14- The old road was being rebuilt by them when I drove by.
15- Anything hasn’t been changed in this room by them. or Nothing has been changed in this room by
them.

E:
16- so

17- or

18- but

19- and

F:
20- The mechanic who is very skillful had an accident.
21- The students talked to the teacher whom John met before.
22- The bus which goes to the airport every half hour is suitable for you.

 G. Cloze Test.
23- definitions

24- essential

25- provide

 H. Reading Comprehension
27- c

28- b

29- b

True or false
30- a (True)

۱۴۰۰- ۱۴۰۱ ﺳﺎل ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ

26- meet

